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ABSTRACT

The application of stochastic optimization methods in solving in-core fuel management

optimization problems is restrained by the need for a large number of proposed solutions-

loading patterns, if a high quality final solution is wanted. Proposed loading patterns have to

be evaluated by core neutronics simulator, which can impose unrealistic computer time

requirements. A new loading pattern optimization code MOCALPS (MOnte CArlo Loading

Pattern Search) has been developed by coupling the simulated annealing optimization

algorithm with a fast one-and-a-half dimensional core depletion simulator. The structure of the

optimization method provides more efficient performance and allows the user to employ

previous experience in the search process, thus reducing the search space size. Hereinafter, we

discuss the characteristics of the method and illustrate them on the results obtained by solving

the PWR reload problem.

Introduction

In the past few years th; application of random search involving simple heuristics in the fuel

management optimization of power reactors has become a new direction of the research. The

feasibility of this approach is a consequence of a steady improvement of the computer

performance. However, an application of the techniques such as simulated annealing [1] in

solving the loading pattern optimization problem is still rather limited because of the necessity

to evaluate a large number of trial (tentative) solutions, which is done by solving a reactor

flux/power distribution for several steps per single trial loading pattern. The MOCALPS

(MOnte Carlo Loading Pattern Search) code employs the adaptive annealing heuristics with

the fast core simulator. The code is developed for performing the loading pattern optimization
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on a single cycle basis. The performance of the new optimization algorithm has been studied
on different integer programming problems prior to having been embedded into the loading
pattern optimization code. These studies have shown the importance of different parameters in
governing the convergence of the algorithm and their impact on the final result. In this work
we briefly describe the MOCALPS structural parts and present results obtained by employing
different MOCALPS optimization strategies in solving the loading pattern optimization
problem.

Optimization Problem

In the PWR loading pattern optimization one has to minimize an objective function f(S)

which depends on a three dimensional matrix S :

Min / { S } (1)

where the terms of the matrix S can take values of 1 and 0:

_ / 1 .... if the particular combination is realized
S,.j.k \ o .... if the particular combination is not realized ,

where / represents core positions, j available fuel assembly types and k burnable absorber
types. The matrix S is a subject to the conservation laws, e.g. the conservation of number of
available fuel assemblies and possibly the number of burnable absorbers. The optimal S
should also satisfy the technical constraints such as moderator temperature coefficient, peaking
factor, and maximum discharge burnup. Thus formulated, the loading pattern optimization
problem should be well suited for stochastic optimization techniques. Indeed, if there were not
a problem of objective function evaluation, this could be true. The application of simulated
annealing (SA) technique in this field [2] has shown that even rather effective stochastic
technique like SA, coupled with fast core neutronics simulator, needs a considerable computer
time to achieve a near global optimum solution.

Optimization Method

Nowadays, simulated annealing is a well known method for solving difficult combinatorial
optimization problems. We will briefly describe the main parts of MOCALPS code: employed
cooling schedule, trial loading pattern generator and fast one-and-a-half dimensional core
neutronics programme.
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Cooling schedule

In the annealing search, the key parameters are those which define the cooling schedule,

i.e. the way of changing the control parameter T (analog of the temperature in a real physical

system), and the length of each Markov chain L (number of trial loading patterns at each T

in a sequence). In MOCALPS these changes are based on the following equation [3]:

T*
l+TM[±S)

30-,.

(2)

where T^ is the value of the control parameter in the k-th Markov chain, aT, standard

deviation of the objective function value in the k-th Markov chain, and 5 user given parameter

which controls the speed of changing T. The starting value of T, TQ, is determined by the

code through the user defined parameter Xo> which defines the ratio of accepted transitions in

the search at the beginning of the algorithm run. The length of the Markov chain, Lk, is

bounded between the lowest and highest acceptable values, and is governed by the statistics

from the previous temperatures in the run. The algorithm stopping is being controlled by three

criteria: difference in the average objective function value A<f>-rjc, acceptance ratio, and

maximum CPU time. The generation of trial loading patterns is controlled by the main search

routine, but it is performed in a special loading pattern generation routine described in the

following section.

Trial loading pattern generator

From the studies carried out by employing the SA algorithm in solving the discrete

optimization problems with constraints, we have learned that the efficiency of the SA based

algorithms mostly depends on the so called "neighbourhood structure" (NS). Under the term

"neighborhood structure" we assume the way of performing the sequential changes (moves in

the configuration space) of the current configuration of S during the performance of some

search algorithm. The neighbourhood of the current configuration of S consists of all

configurations that can be reached from that configuration by performing one move. The

loading pattern generator in the MOCALPS code performs in two distinctive modes: exact

neighbourhood structure mode (ENS mode) and binary exchange neighbourhood structure

mode (BNS mode). In the exact neighbourhood structure mode, the successive core

rearrangements are made so that all core locations can exchange fuel ascribed to the current
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minimum configuration. In the binary exchange mode, only the exchanges of fuel between

two core locations are allowed. Further refinement in both modes represents the step

adaptation algorithm [4], which controls the size of the variable space (number of fuel

assemblies or burnable absorbers) above each core position. By using different loading pattern

generator modes and step adaptation algorithm, it is possible to change the neighbourhood size

during the process of optimization, which is important for the efficient performance of the

method.

The MOCALPS code has some other features that can enhance its use:

- the size of the problem is determined by the user specification of FA mapping of all core

positions in the programme input. Thus, an experienced user gets the opportunity to lower

the search space;

- it does not need an initial loading pattern to perform the search; it is designed to start from

random loading pattern;

- the internal logic of loading pattern generator samples only the loading patterns which satisfy

the conservation of the number of available fuel assemblies; if the current neighbourhood size

is too small to accommodate this condition, the algorithm heuristically adapts the critical

variables, until the condition is being satisfied;

- the code has an ability to switch between two modes of generating trial loading patterns;

- it can start each chain (number of trial loading patterns at constant temperature T) from

the "best so far" (bsf) loading pattern instead of the current minimum;

- parameters of the adaptive step size algorithm can change the values in the run, at the point

specified by the user.

All this provides a possibility to build different strategies when solving the particular problem.

One-and-a-half dimensional (l'A-D) core simulator

In the IV2-D [5] model the diffusion equation is solved in two energy groups and one-

dimensional geometry, but the results are unfolded to produce the two-dimensional flux/power

map, as illustrated in Figure 2. The 1V2-D calculation starts by determining cross sections for

individual fuel assemblies (FAs) which are then averaged over the one-dimensional regions

(annular rings). The one-dimensional diffusion equation is solved producing the one dimensional

flux/power distribution map. The innovation of the 1 Vi-D model is in the multistep unfolding

procedure, which reconstructs the two-dimensional power map. The procedure accounts for all

the major physical differences between the cylindrical one-dimensional geometry and the two-

dimensional x-y geometry. First, the average normalized power (NP) within the one-dimensional

ring is split into the two-dimensional NPs for individual FAs based on the ratio of the average and

individual k^ (k^ correction). Afterwards, the so called radial importance correction is applied,
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based on the radial position of the fuel assembly in reference to the two-dimensional position. The

difference in local topologies is considered next. It leads to the correction which accounts for the

local relation between adjacent fuel assemblies. Finally, a correction is introduced by an albedo-

type relation to account for the differences between peripheral FAs. They vary among themselves

in their neutron leakage, whereas in the one dimensional geometry they are treated as the

equivalent ones in this respect.

The unfolded two-dimensional power map obtained by this process is referred to as the 1 Vi-D

power map to distinguish it from the results of the standard two-dimensional calculation. The

computer code MCYC1.5D incorporates the described model and employs the technique of

reconstructing the cross sections which are generated by PSU-LEOPARD code [6], As an

important new option, a Haling power distribution [7] and depletion are added in order to make

the stochastic loading pattern optimization more tractable. Using Haling principle, the loading

pattern optimization problem can be divided into two separate subsequent problems of much

smaller combinatorial size: fuel placement optimization and optimization of burnable absorber

distribution.

Results

The behaviour of the MOCALPS method has been investigated on the loading pattern

determination for the cycle 7 of the NPP KrSko. The core of the NPP KrSko pressurized water

reactor consists of 121 (16x16) fuel assemblies. 1/8 of the core is modelled by the MOCALPS in

order to make the problem more tractable, but also due to the fact that 1/8 core symmetry is well

preserved in actual operation. The total number of combinations for the particular optimization

problem amounts O(IO^).

The efficiency of the method has been studied on the test loading pattern optimization problem

with known optimum. We have defined the realized (reference) loading pattern for the cycle 7 as

the optimum loading pattern of the objective function, which is given as the average difference in

normalized power distribution between some trial loading pattern and the reference loading

pattern. Defined in this manner, the problem has provided more accurate means of testing the

efficiency of the method, since its global optimum is known by definition.

The preliminary results have indicated different behaviour of the two NS modes. In the binary

exchange NS mode "moving" of the algorithm through the search space is rather slow; thus, some

kind of slow annealing should be practiced, if one wants to escape the trapping in local minima.

Using the exact NS in combination with an adaptive step size algorithm, rather good solutions

searching through less than 10000 LPs have been obtained. The combination of two the NS

modes in one optimization run gives a significant improvement in the efficiency of the search. At
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the beginning the algorithm is performing in the ENS mode. After T falls below some given
value, the algorithm starts to perform in the combined ENS&BNS mode, alternating between the
two modes until T becomes very low. Thenceforth, the algorithm performs only in the BNS
mode, up to the end of the search. The performance of the method is analyzed statistically,
comparing the results of a large number of independent runs on the same problem. Thus, we
defined the efficiency as follows:

^ — r 1 (3)
< f > < n >

where <f> represents an average final objective function value in a number of independent

optimization runs, and <«> an average search length in number of trial loading patterns. The ENS

mode strategy is more reliable than the BNS, and its efficiency is somewhat higher. Combined

ENS&BNS strategy exhibited the tenfold improvement in efficiency, as well as the reliable

performance. To perform the efficient search through loading pattern optimization problem

configuration space, it seems crucial to change the size of the neighbourhood, simultaneously

with lowering the temperature of the system.

Optimization of the realistic objective functions

We have analyzed the performance of the MOCALPS code using tne ENS&BNS strategy on
the problem of the same size with realistic objective functions, enlarged by penalty functions to
treat the constraints. Table 1 contains the parameters for the realized cycle 7 loading pattern
(obtained with MCYCI.5D), and the LPs obtained in MOCALPS search using two different
objective functions: one involving maximization of the discharge burnup (BUj), and the other one
involving maximization of the EOC reactivity (keff

EOC). The Haling power distribution was used
to optimize the fuel distribution in both cases. After the optimum locations of fuel assemblies
were determined, the burnable absorber content was optimized on the locations of fresh fuel
assemblies. Both LPs in Table 1 are the best obtained in longer runs.

The intervals of final objective function values of several runs for different search lengths are
shown in Fig. 1. Differences in final objective function values between shorter and longer runs
indicate rather high quality of solutions obtained in short runs, thus confirming the efficiency of
the method in optimization of the realistic objective function.

The best loading patterns obtained in optimization runs with the MOCALPS code indicate
deficiencies of using the Haling principle for PWR loading pattern optimization. The Haling
principle assumes versatile power distribution control, and no negative reactivity in the core at the
end of the cycle. Both of these assumptions are only partially valid for the PWR cores. Since the
only way of controlling the power distribution in the PWR core is through the use of burnable
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absorbers, both LPs in the Table 1 contain a large amount of BPRs to lower the peaking factor

to an acceptable level. This introduces a large negative reactivity at the end of the cycle.

Compared with the reference loading pattern, however, both LPs still have higher optimized

parameters, but the cycle length for the maximized BUd LP is not satisfied.

Table 1 Results for MOCALPS optimal LPs compared with the reference LP. Values in

brackets represent the results obtained by fuel assembly distribution optimization

using Haling principle. Maximum allowed peaking factor for NPP KrSko reactor

for cycle 7 was 1.435.

Fresh FAs

BA content

BUd

(MWd/tU)
It EOCKefT

(EOC ppm)

Peaking

factor

Reference LP

16 3.8w/o+16 4.3w/o

48BPR

35640

30

1.415

Mai.BU., LP
16 3.8w/o+16 4.3w/o

112BPR + 640IFBA

(36780)

36500

(55)

-5

(1.434)

1.430

Max k ^ o c LP

16 3.8w/o+16 4.3w/o

144BPR + 256EFBA

(35990)

35910

(197)

135

(1.435)

1.435
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Results of the MOCALPS optimization of the Haling keff
EOC and BUd with

penalizing constraints. For comparison, the Haling keff
EOC and BUd of the

reference LP are represented in graphs by dashed lines.
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Summary

A new loading pattern optimization method has been described, together with the fast core

simulator programme, used to evaluate objective function parameters. The performance of the

method has been analyzed on the simple test loading pattern optimization problem with an exactly

defined search space, objective function and global minimum. The results indicated the

importance of the adaptation of neighbourhood in generating trial loading patterns, for the

efficient performance of the method. The method is further tested on the realistic objective

functions enlarged by penalty functions for constraints. The results have shown an efficiency

similar to the one on the test problem.
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